Wet leaves can stick to almost any surface. That’s why Leaf Logic by Ply Gem is rippled. The ripples act like a drying rack significantly reducing maintenance. Leaf Logic harnesses the power of the wind to help keep your gutters clean.
A BETTER DESIGN ALL ROUND.

Leaf Logic allows maximum water flow while keeping leaves and debris out of your gutters.

- Rippled design acts like a drying rack to help prevent wet leaves sticking to the surface
- Size and angle of holes designed to drain water more effectively
- Front trough helps prevent overflows
- Low profile design is invisible from the ground
- Available in Brushed Nickel or Bronze finish

RELIABLE PERFORMANCE YEAR AFTER YEAR.

Made of heavy-duty aluminum, Leaf Logic won’t rust even after years of service.

- Strengthens by anchoring the front and back
- Stops birds, squirrels and pests from nesting in gutters
- Backed by a 20-year material and performance warranty

FITs NEW AND EXISTING GUTTERS.

Leaf Logic attaches at front and back for a secure fit. There’s no need to lift shingles or disturb roofing and risk voiding your roof warranty. Fits standard gutters on both new and older homes. Available in 5” and 6” sizes.

TO LEARN MORE CALL 888-9PLYGEM.